
GenOne conference schedule: 
 

20th February GenOne conference schedule: 

Item: Description: Time break down: 

Opening ceremony Welcome address by pioneer 
of the GenOne conference 
Ms. Zahra Fazal (on behalf of 
the FGSU organization) 

9:00 - 9:15 

Keynote speech by Minister of 
Advanced Education 
Honorable Ms. Anne Kang 

9:15 - 9:30 

Keynote speech by 
Indigenous Educator, Ms. 
Carolyn Roberts 

9:30 - 10:00 

Transition time (5 minutes) 

Conference orientation Brella user workshop hosted 
by conference planning 
committee 

10:05 - 10:25 

Stream 1: 
 

Pave the way for inclusion 
(choice between the three 

workshops based on 
registration preferences) 

Mind and what matters in 
student mental wellbeing 

10:30 - 11:30 

More money, no problems 
(financial wellness guide for 
FGLI students) 

Speak Up: Community 
Building with respect 

Lunch and learn sessions 11:30 - 12:00 
(Attendees have a choice to drop-by any sesion open) 

Lunch break 12:00 - 13:00 

Stream 2: 
 

Pave the way for impact 
(choice between the three 

workshops based on 
registration preferences) 

Triumphs and trials: academic 
journeys as FGLI scholars in 
STEM 

13:00 - 14:00 

Community action: self 
exploration 

Food and finances: Tuition or 
Dinner? 

Transition time (5 minutes) 



 

Networking break Using Brella’s artificial 
intelligence feature attendees 
will be matched with other 
attendees based on shared 
interests for a 10 minute 
power chat 

14:05 - 14:55 

Stream 3: 
 

Pave the way for justice 
(choice between the three 

workshops based on 
registration preferences) 

Against all odds: Breaking 
down barriers for refugee and 
internally displaced students 

15:00 - 16:00 

The cost of surviving sexual 
violence as a low income 
student 

Climate change and racial 
justice - the deep links in 
Canada 

Transition time (5 minutes) 

Closing ceremony Final remarks by planning 
committee 

16:00 - 16:15 

Reflection circle & 
commitment statements 

16:15 - 17:00 

Optional - Photo op & 
networking 

17:00 - 17:30 

NB: There will be a virtual help desk available at all points to support you in navigating your 
personalized agenda 


